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When I say my life is like my addiction, I do not mean it is just another curse 
borrowed from my father’s youth. Or rather, I mean exactly that, but also so 
much more. I mean at first glance, you would not expect this sort of thing to 
have risen from the space between the corn but I also mean when you think 
about it, it’s not all that surprising. I mean I get hit with flashbacks at the 
strangest times but not all of them are bad. I mean there are days where  
all of my functioning is swallowed by my desire to see colors again and  
when I do I am scared of what they mean. I mean music is never just music  
but sometimes it is so much more. I mean my serotonin receptors are fucked 
up and I’ve never been sure whether or not that’s my fault. I mean when the 
winter becomes too much to bear I press my tongue against the window 
panes. I mean the bitter memories have started to become an escape.  
I mean I want to lose myself inside the vibrancy of blacklight. I mean my  
grandmother says I’m letting it kill me, but we’re all dying anyway. I mean I  
go to therapy weekly. I mean I’ve started wondering how Starry Night would 
feel melting into my tongue. I mean I would condense all of my crazy and 
inject it straight into my bloodstream if I thought there was a chance it would 
be beautiful and I would surround myself with beautiful things if my jealousy 
wouldn’t drive me crazy. I mean the darkness is terrifying, but all these lights 
are hurting my eyes.

Ergo(t)
Hanni Salata
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Self-Portrait
Alexandra Fosburgh
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Growing Pains 
Anastasia Doeing

sticky sweet honey laced saliva dribbles
down my chin

cherry popsicle type beats and bicycles
with screaming children speeding downhill

it’s summer,
school will start sooner than we want it to

but
we’ll be able to see our friends if we have them

honey eyes curly haired boys and their big
sisters with a protective streak

skipping rocks at the lake and picking up seashells
an ice cream cone melts down the side of

your arm and you lick it
but it doesn’t matter

it doesn’t really mean much

a dog barks and the trees seem to part
with the winds of an oncoming storm
85mph winds and a clash of thunder

to keep us warm
puddles to jump in will greet us in the morning
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yellow school bus exhaust fumes and the
stench of candy, bread, sunscreen, body spray

i sat in the front with a book and a knack for avoiding conversation
my brother gets choked in the back of the bus

and nobody does anything
i develop a reputation for stabbing boys

who get too close

skinned knees and black skinny jeans with
polo shirts and beat up converse

welcome us to middle school with an
aching smile

and the high school kids all seem so grown up
with band tees and cigarettes and fading bruises

covered up with splotchy foundation

high school makes rich white kids crazy with
power

the hierarchy formed by the foundation is weak
ap classes and ib classes and honors classes and remedial math classes

homework that takes up three to six hours
after an eight hour school day

and family responsibility served on a side platter
messy with rotting leaves disguised as

lettuce
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college offers a freedom we have never known
an insecurity ripped open

like a tiger maring on an elk
thousands of dollars and hundreds more

on books and then some for supplies and food
but its the most freedom a lot of us have had

it gets us away from the bad stuff
throws us into a cockfight pit with worse stuff in the middle

and better stuff
surrounding it

being this age is scary
being any age is scary and i know because i lived it

being fourteen in a crowded hallway that
reeks of axe cologne and undershowered boys

being eight in a classroom full of kids who make fun of you
being twelve and learning that

none of this gets better anytime soon
being eighteen and sighing heavy, heaving

the sticky sweet honey laced saliva is a
memory you never thought you would

treasure
take what you can get and hope to get better

the bad parts will continue but the good parts will too



What Was, What Could’ve Been
Jack Crouch
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Exalted in Jackson, Mississippi
Megan Kann

Three Christ the Redeemers 
hold the overpass 
on their shoulders

Lifting the SUVs 
to the splitting clouds 
and leaking light

Their robes tucked 
into trunks shaggy 
with Spanish Moss

The Southern Sun
tans and tarnishes
their cement stone faces
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The Man and the Peaches
Raina Melzer

 Once Upon a Time, there lived a man and his peach orchard, which 
thrived in the warmth of the summer months. The buds would bloom in the 
rainy spring, and as the days grew longer and the nights grew shorter, the 
petals would drift to the ground. A sea of pink covered the grass when the 
peaches began to grow. Soon enough, the plumpest, most juicy peaches 
around could be harvested.

 Yet during one season in particular, the pink sea of petals never came. 
Most of the man’s trees had died in the winter, and only a few peach buds 
were blooming. He was terribly upset by this misfortune, and invited a woman 
to his orchard for comfort.

 She wore a white sundress, flowered with patterns of daisies. Her nails 
were freshly painted red and her hair was light, floating in the breeze as she 
walked. The man offered his coarse, blistered hand to her, and she delicately 
placed her soft hand in his palm. He led her into the farm, towards the scarce 
peach trees that were fruitful.

 He picked a peach off of a tree and handed it to her. She took the 
peach and brought it to her lips. She made eye contact with him as she bit 
into it. A drop of juice trickled down her chin, and she giggled with embarrass-
ment. He wiped her chin with his thumb and caressed the side of her cheek. 
With his other hand, he retrieved a dagger from his back pocket. Quickly he 
lunged the knife forward, piercing through the flesh of her stomach. Now it 
was him that giggled as she tried to back away, but her knees buckled and she 
fell to the ground.
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 She landed in a patch of muddy grass. He stood and glared at her lying 
helplessly on the ground, her white dress now soaked in red. Her eyes wid-
ened in fear and she was screaming for him to help, but he shook his head and 
smirked. For when she tried to get up, she found herself unable to move. After 
a few moments had passed, she was silent and still. She would never move 
again.

 He fetched his shovel from his cottage and began to dig a hole next to 
her, in line with the other trees. Once it was big enough, he wiped the sweat 
off his forehead and grabbed her lifeless body by the wrists. Her dress was 
stained and her nails were chipped, and her hair had dirt and grass scattered 
throughout. The man dragged her into the hole and covered her body with 
dirt. He watered the ground that covered her then retreated to his cottage to 
rest.

 The next day, there was a tree sprouting from the mound of soil above 
her body. In a short while, the tree was tall and bore sweet, beautiful peach-
es. He took the peaches to the market to sell, where he met more women to 
take back to his orchard.

 He fed them all his finest fruits, and watched them all fall to their 
death. He soon had the vastest orchard that had ever been seen.

 The man was full of pride at the sight of his accomplishment, but his 
orchard soon became overwhelming. What was once a humble farm was now 
a gigantic forest. Often it took him hours to make his way through the maze 
of many trees. One day he was taking an especially long time to find his way 
back to his cottage.
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 He had just watered a fresh mound of soil, and it was getting late. The 
sun was setting and he could not navigate his way back the way he could in 
the sunlight. After hours of aimless walking and hoping to find an exit, he was 
awfully tired. He decided to take a rest. So, he sat with his back against a tree 
trunk and shut his eyes.

 The man opened his eyes to the sunrise, feeling well rested and ready 
to continue his journey. But, when he tried to get up, he noticed that the 
roots of the tree had grown around his ankles, bolting him to the ground. He 
squirmed in a panic, trying to free himself. But as the man wriggled on the 
ground, more branches from many nearby trees emerged from the ground and 
latched onto his body. And the faster he squirmed, the faster the roots grew.

 One came shooting out of the ground and wrapped around his torso. 
The next strangled his neck tight against the trunk of the tree. After a short 
while, the man was covered in roots and out of breath. He stopped moving 
and, panting, begged the trees to release him. But the trees did not cooper-
ate, for they had been trapped in the orchard as well.

 The man sat for hours in the orchard amongst the trees. Night came, 
and morning followed. His eyes did not open to the sunrise.

~ The End ~
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Twisted City
Kristen Valley
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Heaven Must Be Heavy
David Suriano

After Ada Limon

To be honest: I’m doing well, which yeah—might seem a bit selfish, 
surviving and thriving at a time like this, but it’s given me enough 
time to dream—you know, as a way of evening things out:
I dreamt about someone so admirable that you have to hate
and humble yourself just for not being her. I see her make mistakes—
she poisons herself, dulls her eyes with the drugs she hated—
but her missteps feel like those of a martyr, downright saintly.
Even her wit carries into these dreams, the energy to her voice. 
It’s like my voice—how far I’ve come!—I remember my halting  
confession of admiration, prefaced by an argument against itself, 
how I wanted pity to hold her hostage on a pedestal. I remember I cut
out the afterthought called “love” because I was so scared to talk to God.
I feel almost guilty for getting my shit together, just in time
for worldwide breakdowns and bankruptcies—how am I stable? I keep up
my eye-of-the-storm attitude, but what if these weren’t just dreams?
If she was down the hall, the street, and her gaze passed over me silently?
The truth is: I don’t know. I’m doing well and the world rattles on
its hinges—and I worry that I’m just like her: A monument, a mirror 
held up to the struggler—proof that you aren’t doing well enough, 
proof that you don’t have to be overworked or depressed if you were just
perfect, like her. I want you to see the cracks, have the courage I never did 
to tear me down, to hate me. Otherwise, I’m not a person,
I’m just a symbol pressing down on your lungs.
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Wind
Kevin Lauer
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Nothing to Share
Anonymous

They sit us down in these little chairs 
They ask us what we’re feeling  
It’s right then that I realize 
That I’ve got nothing to share 

All of these friends of mine 
They live in two houses or 
Grandpa’s got cancer or 
Their dog just died 

But I, but I, but I 
I’ve got nothing to share 

I’m pretty smart and not really ugly  
My parents seem to like each-other  
I’ve got some friends who can stand me  
Really, I got nothing to share 

But then one day last July 
I was feeling kind of lonely 
My mind took a gander 
To the other side— 
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Who even likes me? 
Am I just tolerated? 
What is my purpose? 
What is the purpose? 

But I, but I, but I 
I’ve got nothing to share

I suppose I’m the lucky one 
Nothing ever happens to me 
I’m pretty happy all the time 
No one really hates me 

All these other lovely people 
Quite a bit nicer than me 
But their world is falling down 
They must really hate their life 

I think it truly must be nice  
To really feel something real— 

But I’ve got nothing to share
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Dreamer
Jack Crouch
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Mountain  Top Meadow
Kristen Valley
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Contributors’ Notes
Alexandra Fosburgh is a  
political science major and  
dislikes any binary.

Anastasia Doeing is a local and  
previously unidentified bog  
mummy who regularly lives  
among other lively bog creatures.

David Suriano is a local romantic 
and a fool who writes fiction,  
game narratives, and poetry.

Hanni Salata is a local cryptid  
who spends their days waxing  
poetic on the human condition  
and consuming entirely too  
much tea. You might find them  
wandering through Springdale  
cemetery conversing with the  
headstones -- they’ll show you  
the cool ones if you ask.
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Jack Crouch is a painter who works 
and teaches in central Illinois. He lives 
with his wife, three sons, and dogs 
which are recurring motifs for his  
large-scale oil paintings. Crouch after 
receiving his MFA in 2020 joined the 
Bradley University Department of  
Art + Design as an Affiliate Instructor.

Kevin Lauer is an engineer that  
actually goes outside.

Kristen Valley is a freshman  
Photography major. She loves  
photographing nature and  
surrounding herself with color!

Megan Kann is a Senior English Major, 
formally of the Ed Department. She is 
hoping to teach high school English 
after this current pandemic.

Raina Melzer is a Journalism Major 
who loves a good long walk on  
the beach.
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